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People in glass houses...A mysterious murder in a lift has everyone baffled, including P.I. (and witch

extraordinaire), Jill Gooder. Meanwhile, her love life might be falling apart, but at least Winky, her

one-eyed cat has a date....should hide their custard creams.
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I'm fairly certain this will be the last book I read by this author; I try to give authors and series a

chance to mature bc I believe it's admirable to put oneself out there. Overall, I think the premise,

character outlines & basic plot have potential; but this book and this series needs a high level of

refinement. When describing these books to friend, I used to analogy of a outline that requires the

lesser details. Four books in, Candlefield, a city supposedly filled with eclectic supernaturals, & I still

distinguish it from an average city; there's no richness or atmosphere. Dialogue is not one of

Abbot's strengths, her books are filled with bickering characters that serves no purpose, it soon

becomes redundant and isn't entertaining. The main character bickers with her sister, her identical

twin cousins bicker, she bickers with her love interest, a detective, she bickers with his police



partner, her Grandmother, she even bickers with her talking one-eyed cat. If you remove the

headache inducing bickering & numerous subplots started and dropped, little is left. The key

mystery introduced is badly handled by using little to no foreshadowing and few clues are provided

to show how the primary character deduced solving the case, she does it with little legwork and

what seems to be, lucky breaks they police miss. This book might appeal to you if you need

something to pass the time, but I think I've spent too long reading this series. Perhaps a future copy

will hold the refinements to truly bring Jill and the magic of Candlefield alive. Grade D

I have enjoyed every word of this new series by Adele Abbott. I picked up the first one 4 days ago

and blew through all four in the same number of days. The heroine is quirky and smart. There's a

great cast of supporting characters that you are always happy to hear from. My only complaint is an

editing issue, the book has no distinct end from one scene to the next so often times you have no

way of knowing that that the place or time has changed in the story until you pause and your brain

catches up! I highly recommend the series. Can't wait for the next one!

Ms Abbott has a droll, tongue in cheek, British sense of humor that simply knocks met socks off!

There are so many things going on, all at the same time that I cannot describe much without

destroying a truly amazing juggling act by our heroine. Please jump into the books, the humor and

wicked dialogue don't let up from start to finish. On to book five!

First off, I enjoy the story, read all 4 so far. I enjoy the characters, (the twins need to mature a bit)

but I will have to say the scene transitions in the story are not stellar. It skips from one to another

from one paragraph to the next, Jill is chatting with the twins, then she is in the office with Mrs V.

Stops the flow when reading because it feels like you missed how the person went from one

conversation to the next.

Author Abbott's Private Investigater is busy solving crimes that baffle the local constabulary

upsetting it's Head Homicide Detective. The major action is accomplished without revealing her

secret skills. Reviewed by Frank Dibbell.

I'm HOOKED!! I read the first, the 2nd, etc. I can't get enough of Jill and her quirky family. I love the

way these books are written. I look forward to seeing what happens, in the lives of each of the

characters.



I love Adele. Abbott's series of "Which Is When"! They are very entertaining and funny. I look

forward to how the heroine's powers grow with each book and how her relationships with her new

family develop. I would like to see a little more romance, but I'm sure that Adele is a master at

teasing us and I am Mrs. Impatience! Keep up the great work, and keep the books coming.

Ms. Abbott, I love your storylines and your books with a glaring exception. Grammatically there is a

mistake that you keep making that grates on my nerves every time I read it. It seemed to be even

more apparent in this book (it's the last one that I read...I'm reading them in order). For

example:Now that she was out of the picture maybe Jack and me could give it another go. SHOULD

be written Now that she was out of the picture maybe Jack and I could give it another go. The rule of

grammar states that if you delete the other person out of the sentence, it should still make sense.

Would you say, "Now that she was out of the picture maybe me could give it a go."? This rule holds

true for sentences like, "Jack and I went to dinner on Tuesday." which would be grammatically

correct. You've written too many of the "Jack and me went to dinner on Tuesday." type of

sentences. I do love your books, don't get me wrong, but if you could fix the grammatical errors

they'd be very much more enjoyable reads.
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